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SURFER KAYLA
COSCINO IS RIDING
A WAVE OF SUCCESS

+

COASTAL CREATURES
LOCAL SEA LIFE, FROM
WHALES AND DOLPHINS
TO TIDE POOL TREASURES
ON ISLAND TIME
TROPICAL BEACHWEAR WITH
FLORALS AND SUNSET COLORS
A REASON TO LOOK UP
LAGUNA’S DARKER SKIES ALLOW
FOR SUMMERTIME STARGAZING

FASHIONABLE PHILANTHROPY

COURTESY OF DAVID AUGUST CLOTHING

Laguna Beach resident David Heil is using his
position as founder of the luxury menswear brand
David August to benefit Miracles for Kids, a Tustinbased nonprofit that provides financial aid and
other resources to critically ill children and their
families. The clothing company recently unveiled
a charitable collection of accessories that includes
a classic, silk jacquard tie that comes in six versatile color schemes of blue, green, gray, navy, pink
and purple, which will meld with any man’s wardrobe, as well as three companion pocket squares
that are made of Italian silk and come in black,
navy and purple tones that perfectly complement the ties’ accent colors. Both items feature
the censored tagline, “F#*K Cancer,” which is
speckled across the pocket squares in miniscule
print, as well as on the backside of the tie, along
with the Miracles for Kids logo to make for a true
statement piece.
All of the net proceeds from the sale of these
specialty items will be donated to the charity,
which caught Heil’s attention when he attended
the organization’s annual Night of Miracles Gala
and subsequently joined its board of directors in
2008. These Italian-made products are available
online or by making an appointment with one of
David August’s premier clothiers at the company’s showroom in Costa Mesa. (714-545-7848;
davidaugustinc.com) —A.P.
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